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A Word from the Chairman of the Seminar

This issue is the first one brought to our readers by the new editor of Conversations, Fr. Raymond A. Schroth, S.J. He brings to the Seminar years of experience in university teaching and administration at a number of Jesuit schools. He is also a prolific writer: he has published seven books, and innumerable articles, and readers of the National Catholic Reporter will recognize him as the current author of a prize-winning column on the media. We’re fortunate to have Ray serving in this editorial capacity for the Seminar.

While we welcome the new editor, I want to say a word of grateful recognition to the man whose place he is taking: Dr. Edwin F. Block, Jr., professor of English at Marquette University. In the last issue, Ed took leave of his readership with typical modesty, speaking of his three-year stint as editor as one of his “most invigorating and challenging endeavors” and thanking everyone “for having had the opportunity to serve in this capacity.” Serve he did, indeed, winning the admiration and affection of Seminar members and bringing readers some of our more solid and stimulating issues.

In the name of all those whose minds and hearts are touched by Conversations and the conversations it gives rise to, thanks to Ed and Ray for editorial service experienced and anticipated. Our very best wishes to you both!

John J. O’Callaghan, S.J., Chairman
National Seminar on Jesuit Higher Education